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Terms of Reference

1. What zoonotic disease emergence risks do different livestock species and
production systems pose?

2. What lessons can be learned from past zoonotic disease epidemics?

3. What recommendations can be made regarding improvements to the
prediction, detection and control of zoonoses within the EU?

Definitions

Zoonotic diseases/zoonoses: infectious diseases which can be transmitted from vertebrate animals to
humans

Emerging infectious diseases: Diseases that have newly appeared in a population or geographic range



Zoonotic disease risks posed by different 
livestock species and systems

 Livestock production is implicated in five drivers of zoonotic disease
emergence:

 1) increasing animal protein production; 2) agricultural intensification; 3) unsustainable
utilization of natural resources; 4) globalization of food supply chains, and; 5) climate
change

 Existing research focuses on the risks posed by individual pathogens and
there is a lack of validated risk assessment frameworks which can be used to
establish which livestock species and systems are riskiest.

 There is currently a lack of evidence about which species and systems pose
the greatest zoonotic disease emergence risk.

 Real world testing of suitable risk assessment frameworks is urgently needed.



Key lessons from past zoonotic disease 
outbreaks

 Cases included Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy in the UK, Highly
Pathogenic Avian Influenza in the EU and Q fever in the Netherlands.

 Rapid detection and containment of zoonotic disease outbreaks is vital
in minimizing their economic, social and health impacts.

 Novel zoonoses which are unknown to science are especially difficult to
control. Scientific research is unlikely to predict their emergence
accurately and surveillance programmes based on testing for known
pathogens are unlikely to detect them.

 Communication and coordination between human and veterinary health
services can accelerate the identification of unusual symptoms and
detection of emerging zoonotic diseases.



Principles for a zoonosis surveillance 
and control strategy

1. Rapid detection and containment is likely to be a more effective control measure
than attempting to predict which livestock species, production systems and
locations new zoonoses will emerge from.

2. Effective epidemiological surveillance programmes are vital in controlling emerging
zoonoses. The strongest surveillance strategies will combine:

• Risk-based surveillance programmes which use pathogen-specific tests to target
zoonoses whose epidemiology is well understood.

• Syndromic surveillance of human and animal populations to detect novel pathogens for
which testing capacity is not yet available.

• Surveillance of changes in land use & livestock systems linked to zoonosis emergence.

3. Surveillance programmes should enable data sharing across medical, veterinary,
and environmental health professions (e.g. through using a One Health approach).



Existing EU zoonotic disease monitoring 
and control arrangements

Current EU-level zoonosis control arrangements rarely apply the One Health
approach consistently and several barriers to implementing it remain:

1. EU institutions maintain separate early detection systems for human health
threats (the ECDC’s Early Warning & Response System) and animal
disease outbreaks (DG Sante’s Animal Disease Information System).

2. Environmental health experts currently have no role in risk assessment
processes for zoonotic disease outbreaks, meaning that relevant data may
be overlooked.

3. Member States are required to maintain national preparedness plans for
human diseases and contingency plans for animal diseases but not to
ensure that they refer to each other.



Developing a One Health zoonosis 
surveillance and control model for the EU

1. Pursue greater interoperability between EU early warning systems for
human and animal health threats to enable more rapid detection and
containment of zoonoses.

2. Open up zoonosis surveillance, monitoring and risk assessment to a wider
range of human, animal and environmental health expertise to address a
wider range of risk drivers.

3. Offer Member States technical assistance in reframing their preparedness
plans for emerging diseases in humans, and their contingency plans for
emerging diseases in animals, to utilize a One Health approach.



Review of zoonosis control legislation: 
Findings



















Review of zoonosis control legislation: 
Recommendations



Thank you!

For questions/comments please reach out to

Dr Jeremy Brice at j.brice@lse.ac.uk

or

Daniela Baeza Breinbauer at d.f.baeza-breinbauer@lse.ac.uk


